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FACULTY SENATE MEETING- April 27, 1994

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Sidney Nesselroad
Sue Tirotta

Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m.

ROllCALL
All Senators or their Alternates were present except Arlt, Baath, Bowman, Myers, Nelson, Olivero, Romboy,
Starbuck, Wirth and Yeh.
Lori Sudermann, Russ Schultz, Ubby Street, Carolyn Wells and Anne Denman .

Senators:
Visitors:

CHANGES TO AGENDA
None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
*MOTION NO. 2955 Rob Perkins moved and Barry
meeting minutes as distributed . Motion passed.

Donaht,~e

seconded a motion to approve the April 6, 1994, Faculty Senate

COMMUNICATIONS
-3/30/94 memo from Ubby Street, Chair-Senate Personnel Committee, regarding Distinguished Faculty of the University and
Shared Faculty Positions; referred to Executive Committee and Code Committee.
-4/1/94 letter from Beverly Heckart, Chair-Cede Committee, regarding 3/30/94 Personnel Committee report on Distinguished
Faculty and Shared Faculty Positions; referred to 1994-95 Cede Committee.
-4/6/94 memo from Charles McGehee, Chair-Academic Affairs Committee, recommending service on Honors Convocation
Planning Committee proposed by Provost; referred to Provost.
-4/6/94 letter from William Dunning, Art, regarding phased retirement; referred to Executive Committee and Code Committee.
-4/8/94 memo from President Ivory Nelson regarding Faculty Senate Budget Chair participation at Deans' Council; referred to
Executive Committee and Budget Committee .
-4/11/94 memo from Charles McGehee, Chair-Academic Affairs Committee, regarding grade Inflation; see Academic Affairs
Committee report (below).
-4/14/94 report from Ubby Street, Chair-Personnel Committee, regarding salary adjustment proposal; see Personnel Committee
report (below).

REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
-Chair Nesselroad reported that the 1993-94 and 1994-95 Faculty Senate Executive Committees will meet on May 4
with the Provost and academic deans to cgnsider faculty nominations to next year's university standing committees.
There are vacant positions available on next year's Senate Personnel Committee and Senate Curriculum Committee
(School of Business/Economics position).
-Chair Nesselroad reminded the Senate that the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences will be split into two divisions in
Fall 1994. Robert Brown will continue in the position of acting dean of the Social, Behavioral and Natural Sciences
group. An internal search is under way for a dean of Arts and Humanities, with an application deadline of May 6 and
appointment deadline of July 1, 1994 [Search Committee Membership: Gary Lewis, Dean of Ubrary Services- CHAIR;
John Brangwin, ASCWU/BOD - Student; James Brown, Political Science; Bobby Cummings, English ; Cynthia Krleble,
Art; David Lygre, Chemistry; and Rosco Tolman, Foreign Languages]. The Chair referred Senators to a statement
made by President Nelson at the March 9, 1994, Faculty Senate meeting in which he pointed out that "the division of
CLAS into two more administratively manageable units is the first phase in a continuing process of study and
discussion regarding the structural/functional configuration of CLAS and its constituent departments." Chair
Nesselroad stated that the effectiveness and success of the initial CLAS reorganization as well as the course
reorganization will take in the future will largely rest on an excellent pool of candidates applying for the dean's
position . He recommended that Senators strongly encourage qualified applicants for the position.
-Budget hearings have been scheduled on the following dates (details available from Office of Vice President for
Business and Financial Affairs):
April 29- Capital Budget 1995-2001 ; VP, Dean, Director presentations
May 4- Capital Budget 1995-2001; VP recommendations
May 6- Operating Budget 1994-95 and 1995-97; All area presentations
May 11 - 1994-95 and 1995-97; VP recommendations
-The Chair reported that Deans' Council has recently adopted a "Policy for Centers and Institutes," drafted a Decanal
[ne "deans"] Evaluation Instrument and process, and received a report on "Academic Program Planning '~ and its
interface with the 6-year university Strategic Plan.
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1.

CHAIR, continued
Chair Nesselroad stated that Connie Roberts, Special Assistant to the Provost for Institutional Research and
Assessment, received a request from Katrina Meyer of the Higher Education Coordinating (HEC) Board for information
related to the Faculty Workload Study. Ms. Meyer requested "a short statement of progress made in your data
collection effort" as well as "a short description of the process you intend to follow for developing policy
recommendations for your campus." Dr. Roberts delivered a "talking paper" on this topic to Deans' Council for
discussion on April 11, and Chair Nesselroad solicited responses to the "talking paper" from the chairs of the Senate
Academic Affairs, Personnel and Code Committees. The Chair submitted an April 15 response to Dr. Roberts which
included a recommendation to create a task force made up of three School/College deans, the Chair of Chairs,
Faculty Senate Chair, member of Senate Personnel Committee, member of Code Committee, and Special Assistant to
the Provost to 1) analyze the data, identify concerns, and define the problem; 2) review existing policies to determine
if revision or enforcement is necessary, and 3) define what issues need to go to the Faculty Senate and what issues
are addressed by the President's Cabinet, Deans' Council and Chairs' Group .
-Chair Nesselroad reported that the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges (NASC) requires that "in the fifth
year of the ten year cycle, institutions are required to submit an interim report reflecting their responses to the
recommendations of the previous evaluation team and the rationale therefor, a description of the major changes
effected since the last evaluation, and a summary of significant changes contemplated for the future." The Chair
reminded the Senate that, although the NASC team recognized the overall high quality of Central's instructional staff,
it expressed concern regarding the faculty governance system, the faculty reward structure, and the curricular review
and approval process. In response to criticisms of the governance structure, the Faculty Senate created an Ad Hoc
Committee on University Governance [Members: Connie Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Studies - CHAIR; Anne
Denman, Associate Dean of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences; Charles McGehee, Faculty Senate Chair; Joan
Mosebar, Assistant Dean of the School of Business and Economics; Russ Schultz, Chair of the Music Department; and
John Silva, Psychology] which conducted a two year study on the subject and produced its "University Governance
Final Report" in August 1992 (copies of report available from Faculty Senate office]. Chair Nesselroad stated that he is
committed to strengthening the Faculty Senate's standing committee structure and membership to provide more
continuity on long-term projects. The NASC team also noted in their report that 'criteria for promotion, tenure, and
merit salary increments seem unclear and inconsistently applied." Chair Nesselroad reported that the Senate
Personnel Committee has worked for the past four years to develop a criteria-based approach to merit awards (see
Personnel Committee Report below). The university's curriculum review and approval process has been reformed
and streamlined, and the Senate Curriculum Committee is rewriting the "Curriculum Planning and Procedures" guide
to reflect the changes. A Deans' Retreat has been scheduled for June 8 and 9 to review procedures for faculty
promotion and tenure. The Senate Chair, current and incoming Senate Personnel Committee chairs will be invited to
attend the Retreat; the Senate Chair is requesting that the Code Committee chair also be invited.
Senator Charles McGehee, Sociology, pointed out that, although recent changes in the Senate standing
committee membership to allow non-Senators to serve have not proved completely successful, the changes were
originally designed to enhance the committees' effectiveness and their workings with the Senate.

2.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Academic Affairs Committee Chair Charles McGehee presented the committee's report on Grade Inflation:
REPORT ON GRADE INA.ATION
On October 15, 1994, the Academic Affairs Committee was charged to review the grade distribution and
make recommendations to the Senate. Following is our report.
The Committee's work was guided by the recommendation of last year's Academic Affairs Committee which
called for:
1. collecting data on grade distribution at CWU,
2. studying the impact of withdrawals on grade distribution,
3. studying the Impact of transfer students on GPA,
4. formulating possible university-wide grading policies,
5. holding small group faculty forums to discuss grading policy, and
6. 'developing university-wide grading policies for Senate action .
In response to these recommendations the Committee has done the following:
The Committee gathered data on grade distribution at CWU. As expected it shows a great range of grades between
courses, departments, and schools. The Committee judged this to be an exercise in futility, however, in that in no
way did it tell us how or whether the grades were justified. Merely observing a given level, regardless of how finely it
is divided and subjected to statistical analysis, will tell us nothing about the validity of those grades as long as
grading remains within the subjective judgement of individual faculty.
The very idea of "grade inflation" suggests that grades, as currency, have lost a value which they once had,
a value which presumably was superior to that which they now possess. Since It Is relativistic, however, the notion of
"grade inflation" does not address the question of why earlier grades necessarily should be regarded as more valid
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
REPORT ON GRADE INA.ATION, continued
than present ones. The simple observation that present grades are higher than earlier could be explained in many
ways, many of which reflect value judgements. We wish to avoid the presumption of judgement simply based on
our perceptions and values. Nor do we wish to judge the grading practices of others without regard to the conditions
which produced them .
We were concerned to know the effect of withdrawals and incompletes on grade distribution. Information we obtained
indicates that the number of hardship withdrawals varies with the specific person granting them. While one might be
tempted to conclude that this suggests too many withdrawals, a differential, In and of itself, does not speak to the
validity of either of the variables.
Beyond that, we did gather data on withdrawals and incompletes, but, again, it was not possible to
determine their relationship to grades which might have been avoided or enhanced. Information is not and has never
been recorded which would shed light on this question. Because of the relatively small number of cases and the
difficulty of establishing motives reliably, the committee does not regard it useful to conduct a long-term study of the
question.
We did not gather information on the impact of transfer students on the GPA at Central. The data we did gather on
local grading indicated clearly that there is wide variation in grading. Separating out transfer students would not have
given useful information to help understand this phenomenon. On the contrary, pursuing this line of inquiry would
serve only to point a finger of blame elsewhere while allowing CWU's own high GPA's to go unquestioned.
We have formulated no university-wide grading policy. Again, in order to do so, we would have to understand and
grasp the issues thoroughly and we do not. Indeed, we have concluded that no one has such a grasp, either. A
recent article in the Seattle P-1 (November 15, 1993) indicates that the U of W also has no grasp and articles in the
Chronicle of Higher Education in recent years indicate that the concerns are nation-wide.
We did not hold small faculty group forums to discuss possible grading policies. Without a framework for such a
discussion we judged that such would be yet another exercise in futility which would degenerate quickly into
handwringing and finger pointing. In our view this would be pointless.
Accordingly, we bring no policy to the Senate for action, poor policy being worse than no policy at all.
The Committee concludes that the issue cannot be resolved simply by Identifying departments and
programs which give "too high" grades. "Too high" is meaningful only with respect to some standard, and there is no
standard for grading. Complaints about grading practices, in our experience, come, not-infrequently, from one or
more segments of the university which regard themselves as the heart or custodian of the enterprise.
While this is not intended as a criticism, it is to point out that judgments about grading come from a
perspective and are relative to some sort of a standard of goodness.
Unfortunately, the standard published in the University catalogue does not shed much light on the matter. It
reads:
A "C" grade indicates that a student has made substantial progress toward meeting the objectives of the
course and has fulfilled the requirements of the course. The grades above "C" are used for those students
who have demonstrated some degree of superiority.
The highest grade, "A", is reserved for those students
who have excelled in every phase of the course. The "B" grade is for students whose work is superior but
does not warrant the special distinctiveness of the "A". The "D" is a grade for those students who have made
progress toward meeting the objectives of the course but who have fulfilled the requirements only in a
substandard manner. The "F" is reserved for students who have failed to meet or have accomplished so few
of the requirements of the course that they are not entitled to credit. (1991/93 CWU Undergraduate
Catalogue, p. 31.)
By linking grades to fulfillment of course requirements, It leaves open the question of what those course
requirements are. Requirements may be few or many, tough or easy, Important or trivial , and any grade reflecting
their fulfillment necessarily reflects the value placed the underlying requirement. Indeed, we have concluded that no
policy on grading is possible until a consensus on the use of grades has been developed. Toward such an end we
have identified some 31 uses of grades many of which deviate from the university policy.
Uses of Grades:
Assessment of degree of fulfillment of course objectives. (University policy)
Assessment of degree of fulfillment of course requirements. (University policy combines this with item no. 1, though
the two are not necessarily the same.)
Assessment of degree of command of subject matter.
Assessment of job-related competency as determined by faculty.
Assessment of job-related competency as determined by outside interests.
Assessment of extent of labor expended in course.
Reward for labor expended.
Punishment for lack of labor expended .
Incentive for future labor expended.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMfTTEE. continued
REPORT ON GRADE INA.ATION, continued
Deterrence for future lack of labor expended.
Reward for fulfillment of course objectives.
Punishment for lack of fulfillment of course objectives.
Incentive for future fulfillment of course objectives.
Deterrence for future lack of fulfillment of course objectives.
Reward for conformity to instructor's views and values.
Punishment for lack of conformity to instructor's view and values.
Means for enhancement of students' self- esteem and affirmation.
Means for avoidance of harm to students' self-esteem and affirmation.
Means to influence students' view of instructor relative to instructor evaluation.
Means to influence students' view of instructor relative to interpersonal relations with instructor.
Means to influence colleagues' view of instructor relative to evaluations.
Means to influence colleagues' view of Instructor relative to interpersonal relations with Instructor.
Means to influence parents' view of instructor.
Means to avoid criticism of students, colleagues, parents, et al.
Means for Influencing prospective graduate schools on behalf of students.
Means for influencing prospective employers on behalf of students.
Means for legitimating course requirements.
Means for establishing or legitimating reputation of instructor.
Means for expressing instructor's view of CWU.
Means for avoiding personal evaluations of students.
Means for weeding out students.
There are no doubt other reasons which could be added to this list. The point, however, Is this: The
question of grading practices cannot be discussed meaningfully unless and until one of two things comes about: (1)
a consensus is established about the meaning and function of grades, or (2) the need for a consensus is eliminated,
which is to say, the need for grades is eliminated.
The task is not impossible, the evidence for which is that schools such as The Evergreen State College have
eliminated grades. Evergreen was new when that occurred and did so with a hand-selected faculty which was chosen
because they were already committed to eliminating grades. Furthermore, the experiment was carried out on
students who were also sympathetic to the idea. In the case of schools such as CWU, one has to contend with a
large, tenured faculty which is by and large committed to principles of grading. At that, it was many years before
Evergreen was taken seriously by the outside world, and for many it still is anathema.
Still, on the assumption that grades are ''too high" (leaving open the question of what that means) it may be
possible to lower grades overall by introduction of certain untested measures:
Reduce or eliminate Withdrawals. No data exist nor is it likely possible to generate any concerning the use of W's· to
avoid poor grades. Nevertheless, there is speculation that it is frequently the case, and reducing or eliminating
peremptory Withdrawals (non-hardship) would reduce or eliminate this possible factor. It would also reduce or
eliminate any other value of the W's while doing nothing to curb the high number of A's being given.
Reduce or eliminate lncompletes. Again, no data exist nor is it likely possible to generate any concerning the use of
l's to avoid poor grades. Nevertheless, there is speculation that it is frequently the case, and reducing or eliminating
lncompletes would reduce or eliminate this factor. It would also reduce or eliminate any other value of l's.
Bring administrative pressure to bear on faculty to reduce grades. This would leave the question of the meaning of
grades up to administrators and put them in the position of replacing faculty judgement and dictating academic
policy. Depending on the level of fear induced in faculty it might drive grades down but at the cost of limiting the
faculty's academic judgement.
Distribute grades throughout the faculty for general review and comment. The motivating mechanism here is
humiliation and ridicule. For this to be effective, however, departments and faculty must have closer communication
and be influenced by each other's opinion. In our judgement, there is little interpersonal communication on campus
and a great deal of indifference toward the opinions of others.
Conduct department/school meetings/workshops on grading philosophy and practices. Experience suggests that
such sessions result In handwrlnging or preaching to the choir, that is, they produce little new of benefit. Given the
many possible uses of grades, such a mechanism is unlikely to produce any consensus.
Institute administrative talks with high schools and community colleges about grading practices. While this may be of
value relative to the preparation of graduates who enter CWU, it assumes that the problem would be eliminated if the
grades of entering students were "genuine." It does not address the question of why a student who received an
undeserved A in high school or community college also may receive an equally undeserved A at Central. In other
words, it is not clear how questionable grading practices elsewhere explain questionable grading practices here.
Request the HEC Board develop a policy on grading. While this may establish uniformity of grading, it would be
academically costly in that grading would be removed from the faculty to be guided by the values of a political
bureaucracy.
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMriTEE. continued
REPORT ON GRADE INR.ATION. continued
Eliminate GPA criteria for entrance into or retention in or graduation from a program. This would reduce the
possibility of grades being given to avoid losing, gaining or keeping students. On the other hand, it would also mean
substituting other criteria for assessment, such as performance review.
Eliminate extra credit work which simply substitutes for earlier, poor performance. Extra credit work to replace earlier
poor performance give the illusion of substance without the reality. While this may seem an intrusion on faculty
judgment, faculty subverting their own standards in such a way to alter their own judgement may be a topic for
discussion.
Record average class grade next to student's grade on the transcript. This, presumably, will give anyone viewing the
grade a basis for assessing its validity. It does not lower the general GPA, but merely puts the reader on notice that
what is presented needs to be interpreted. The viewer is left to judge the meaning of the grade, however, without
adequate information, such as the N, standard deviation, or the nature of the class.
Convert skill/performance/activity credits to S/U. Some classroom/laboratory activities or other courses are better
reflected on the transcript as S/U. To the extent that there are courses which produce high letter grades when it is
virtually impossible to get anything but high grades, departments -- under the leadership of the deans -- should
examine changing their designation commensurate with university curriculum policy and the requirements of
accrediting agencies. We have no evidence that this proposal would have any great impact on the overall question
of grades. Philosophically, though, it does speak to the perception that grades from some courses are less defensible
than others.
To the extent that employers do not place a great deal of faith in grades, relying instead on performance
based criteria for judging the adequacy of prospective employees, "grade Inflation" would seem to be largely of
concern only to academics. If performance is indeed the measure of choice in the outside world, we should be trying
to insure that our students can perform up to the level our grades say they can rather than trying to bring grades
down to the level of actual student performance.
The day that students can read, write, calculate and reason effectively, that is the day talk of grade inflation
will cease.
The Academic Affairs Committee knows no other means for dealing with the matter. End of report.

* * * ••
In response to questions from Senators, committee chair McGehee stated that the Academic Affairs
Committee had access to grading data and acknowledged major differences In grade distribution by discipline.
Nevertheless, the Committee was unable to draw any conclusions from this data and found no apparent consistency
in how or why individual faculty utilize grades. Registrar Carolyn Wells responded to questions concerning the
credit/no credit option by stating that students may not elect the credit/no credit option for courses In basic
requirements, majors or minors or the professional education sequence; credit/no credit courses must be selected
from breadth requirements and free electives, with a maximum of one course per quarter and a total of 15 credits
earned under this option toward the 180 required for the bachelor's degree. Senators suggested further discussion
on the topic of grading, including review of "infinite scale" systems such as that used at the University of Washington
(e.g., a grade point system based on 10ths rather than letter grades) as well as comparative systems such as those
used in Canada (e.g., comprehensive transcript evaluation based on more data, such as number of students in the
class plus grades plus standard deviation, etc.). Senator Charles Rubin, Geology, stated that his experience has been
that prospective employers and graduate schools rely heavily on student grades to make hiring/recruitment/admission
decisions.

3.

BUDGET COMMrrrEE
Budget Committee chair Barry Donahue reported that the Committee is working to encourage more faculty
involvement in the budgeting process. The Committee is more clearly defining its role in order to become more
effective earlier in the budget process and has asked the Provost for Budget Committee representation on Deans'
Council .

4.

CODE COMMriTEE
No report.

5.

CURRICULUM COMMriTEE
Curriculum Committee member Steve Olson presented for discussion a Program Addition for Bachelor of
Music/Music Business [vote to be held on May 18, 1994]: .
BACHELOR OF MUSIC - MUSIC BUSINESS [full text printed on agenda)
Music Core:
94 credits
Business Area:
41 credits
General Studies:
60-61 credits
Total Credits:
194-196
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CURRICULUM COMMf!TEE continued
Justification for the addition: "This program has been offered as an individual studies degree on the Bachelor of
Music for the past seven years at Central. Indeed, the Bachelor of Music -- Music Business program was accredited
by the National Association of Schools of Music during the Music Department's accreditation renewal in 1982 and
reaccredited in the 1992 renewal. Therefore, this proposal is simply a request to formally acknowledge a program of
study which already exists. The Music Department has experienced numerous problems when students attempt to
apply for admission into this particular major. Formal acknowledgement of this program should remove these
registration and application problems. There seems to be no documentation regarding the rationale for establishment
of this program as an individual studies degree... As the classes required for this degree are currently being taught
there is no burden placed on the university to offer new courses... The impact on departmental load is negligible ...
Since the program is currently in effect as an individual studies major, there should be no (or at the most, minimal)
cost to placing this program formally in our curriculum ... Current and projected student enrollment is 15."
Senator Olson stated that the Music Core plus Business Area credits equal 135, and the Senate Curriculum
Committee voted by a margin of 9 to 1 to recommend the Program Addition. He referred Senators to the "Curriculum
Planning and Procedures" guide (updated November 1991, pages 18-19), which states that "The Bachelor of Music
(B.Mus.) degree designation is reserved for those undergraduate programs which are intended to prepare students for
professional careers in music. They include the general education program, a specialization and free elective courses.
Majors shall be limited according to the policy governing professional degrees (see below) . The minimum number of
credits required for the degree is 180. Other Bachelor's degrees may be offered where extended professional
instruction can be shown to be necessary to qualify students to engage in specific professional or occupational fields
for which neither the Bachelor of Arts nor the Bachelor of Science designation is appropriate. No more than 110
credits beyond the General Education requirements may be specified In a program for such degrees. Although all of
these credits may be in one department, programs of large size should draw as widely as possible from the resources
of other departments. Exceptions to the credit limits for major concentrations for all undergraduate degrees may be
granted by the University Curriculum Committee and the Senate upon a showing of necessity by the proposing
department which shall include, but not be limited to, documentary evidence of the following: 1) Standards
established by a national accrediting organization for the program. The accreditation process must accredit the
program, not the student; 2) Programs of similar content and size offered at comparable institutions of higher
education; 3) contemporary employment practices in the involved profession."
Senators were critical of the extent by which this major exceeds both the 110 credit guideline for
undergraduate majors and the 123 credits required for other Bachelor of Music degrees. A Senator stated that the
Bachelor of Music/Music Business major is, in effect, a double major and questioned how long it would take to
complete the course of study. Music Department Chair Russ Schultz stated that students enter this program of study
with full knowledge of its content, and it may take as long as six years to complete. It was pointed out that including
some of the Business Area courses in the General Studies area could reduce the total number of credit hours required
for the degree. Dr. Schultz stated that the course configuration within the major is largely a result of NASM
accreditation standards. He added that this major is widely offered at other universities and provides students with the
minimum skills they will need for future employment in the music industry. Senators stated that Business area skills
are highly desirable as an adjunct to any area of study, and approval of this major would set a precedent for other
disciplines to create similar majors which greatly exceed the 110 credit limit on undergraduate majors. Several
Senators recommended that the School of Business and Economics work toward developing a Business Minor for
non-Business majors to fill this apparent need .

6.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Personnel Committee Chair Ubby Street delivered a report on the Salary Adjustment Proposal.

REPORT ON SALARY ADJUSTMENT PROPOSAL
You may recall that at Its final meeting during academic year 1992-93, the Senate adopted four motions related to the
Salary Adjustment Proposal:
- "Eligibility for salary adjustment will be determined in relation to a set of departmental criteria that the school dean
certifies meet minimum university standards."
- "Two levels of salary adjustment will be specified in relation to established criteria at each level."
-"A level 1 salary increment shall be granted to all of those who meet the level 1 criteria in all three areas of teaching,
scholarship, and service.'
- "A level 2 salary increment shall be granted to all of those who meet the level 1 criteria in all three areas of teaching,
scholarship, and service and who, in addition, meet the level 2 criteria in any one area of teaching, scholarship, and
service."
Additional motions had been sent forward for consideration by the Senate Personnel Committee but were
held pending action by individual departments to refine the draft criteria that had been proposed by the Personnel
Committee . The Personnel Committee now has feedback from ail of the school and college deans indicating that
departments have either adopted the criteria as proposed, refined the criteria in a form that is consistent with the spirit
of the originally ~reposed criteria, or objected to the procedure and chosen not to address the criteria. The deans
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PERSONNB.. COMMITTEE, continued
REPORT ON SALARY ADJUSTMENT PROPOSAL, continued

appear to have concluded that no further progress will be made by departments who have taken exception to the
procedure .
So that it will be a matter of the record , I will summarize the concerns brought forward by departments
and/or deans regarding the proposal:
There appeared to be some miscommunication about the level 1 criteria. Based on the feedback received from the
faculty survey that began this process, an attempt was made to reinstitute a salary increment for individuals who are
performing acceptably to the university. Previously, this form of increment was called professional growth. It was
eliminated because there was a sense that there were no criteria governing decisions to award it. Thus, the level 1
criteria were included to ensure that individuals meeting minimum criteria of the university would be benefitted above
those who are not meeting minimum criteria. When professional growth was eliminated, there was some sense that
across the board raises would substitute for professional growth. However, the procedure failed to allow for greater
salary enhancement for those who were contributing at a designated level in teaching, scholarship, and service than
for those who were not.
Some individuals interpreted the criteria as being comparative. For example, one person indicated that the current
criteria in scholarship lead one to believe that two presentations at regional meetings are equated with a Nobel Prize .
This was, of course, not our Intent. The criteria suggest thresholds only: the point above which individuals will be
included in the salary adjustment pool and below which they will be excluded . Our committee has felt throughout that
state salary allowances can never adequately compensate some of the more magnificent accomplishments of our
faculty. It is noteworthy that our current system allows two individuals of extremely disparate accomplishment to
benefit equally, e.g ., the #1 and #2 ranked person in a given department may share no similarity in terms of
accomplishment yet both may be awarded a salary increment. Further, the current system allows for one of two
individuals with like accomplishments to receive a salary increment while the other does not. This newly proposed
system attempts to establish cutoff points on the basis of acceptable criteria rather than arbitrarily or capriciously on
the basis of money allocation.
We've heard both that the criteria are too tough and not tough enough. Some departments reported that their faculty
could never meet the level 1 criteria in all three areas; others indicated that they would not retain a faculty member
who could not meet the level 1 criteria in all three areas. It seemed impossible for our committee to resolve the
disparate positions of these two groups. Thus, we have chosen to retain the criteria as proposed . Ideally, a trial run
would help us to identify just how reasonable the criteria are . Departments that are particularly concerned might want
to do a trial run during the remainder of this year and submit their findings to the Senate. Of course, if all members
of a department are found to qualify at both level 1 and level 2, we would still need to determine whether the criteria
are not sufficiently demanding or the department is exceedingly wonderful.
The criteria that were proposed did not address faculty who hold largely administrative positions. While administrative
faculty are expected to contribute in service and scholarship in much the same way teaching faculty do, we were
asked to consider additional criteria based on their administrative responsibilities to replace the teaching criteria
applied to teaching faculty.
We received considerable feedback about the potential for inequitable financial gain across years. We have refined
one of our motions to address this problem but very frankly were unable to solve what Is essentially a funding
problem of the university. Truly, the only way to avoid the problem raised by some faculty that one might "waste"
contributions in a year of minimal funding is to give across the board increments to all faculty each year and eliminate
performance-based Increases of any kind . We are not recommending this approach.
Overall, the number of departments that have worked with the proposal and the criteria considerably
exceeds the number who have not. While we respect the concerns that have been raised, we know of no way to
resolve all the concerns of the objecting departments. Thus, the Personnel Committee now comes forward with the
remaining motions from the original proposal. Two of the motions have been somewhat refined from those presented
in the spring of last year.
We are now asking the Senate to take action on the following motions:
"Level 1 evaluations shall be based on performance since the last level 1 (or In the old system, merit) award and
likewise, level 2 evaluations shall be based on performance since the last level 2 award ."
Rationale: Faculty members should be able to accumulate service from one Increment to another. Further
accumulations should be specific to the level of the award that has been received.
"The draft criteria proposed by the Personnel Committee will act as' the default criteria for all departments except
those whose modifications have been approved by their school or college dean. Individual departmental criteria may
be modified after consultation with and approval by the appropriate school or college dean and the provost."
Rationale: Each department had an opportunity to streamline the criteria in keeping with their departmental mission
and unique characteristics. Departments that have not yet agreed on suitable criteria should be evaluated by a
common set of criteria until such time as they and their dean ag ree to a more individualized set of criteria. Further,
departments may find that their logical criteria do not work well in practice and should have an opportunity for further
refinement in consultation with their dean.
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PERSONNB.. COMMrrTEE, continued

SAlARY ADJUSTMENT PROPOSAL, continued
"Full-time department chairs will be evaluated using the default or their individual departmental criteria for scholarship
and service and a set of administrative criteria that have been approved by the school or college dean and the
provost."
Rationale: Full time department chairs are not expected to be involved in teaching. They should be evaluated in
relation to their job description. However, they, like all faculty members, are expected to maintain a record of
scholarship and service.
"The amount of money available from the legislature for salary adjustment (less that necessary for promotion) shall be
divided by the number of individuals eligible at level 1 plus the number of individuals eligible at level 2. The amount
derived from this calculation shall establish the unit of increment except that units shall always represent a minimum
of a nominal .5% (technically .4939) scale adjustment or a multiple of .5%. Available money between multiples of .5%
and/or available money in excess of that necessary to ensure a full step (3%) increase for each level earned shall be
distributed as a scale adjustment. Equity adjustments will not be deducted from the money available for salary
adjustments until the criteria specified here have been met.
Rationale: After much discussion of the comments of faculty, the Personnel Committee modified this statement to
ensure that the only way in which equity or scale adjustments would be possible Is that each person eligible to receive
an increment at either level has achieved a full step increase for each level. The .5% figure is viewed as a minimum
only and would never function as the actual distribution per level except in those cases where the legislature's award
to the university for salary adjustment is in the neighborhood of a 1% increase overall. Let's suppose that every
person in the university met the minimum criteria at level 1 and that half met the criteria at level 2. If the group
meeting the criteria at level 2 were equally distributed across the salary range, money would be diverted to salary and
scale adjustment only when the amount from the legislature exceeded approximately 4.5% of current salaries for
salary adjustment. The essential effect of this implementation is that each step will become a salary range instead of
a fixed salary. Thus each step becomes a salary range with six possible salaries that are separated by 0.5%. So, for
example, a person at step 19 who receives a 0.5% unit increase would be at step 19.1. Step 19.5 would represent a
2.5% increment after which an additional 0.5% unit would move the salary to step 20.
"Each faculty member will be independently evaluated by the department chair, a departmental personnel committee,
and the school dean using common criteria; any disagreements will be resolved In a meeting between the chair, the
personnel committee, and the dean.
Rationale: Concurrence by several parties helps to ensure the validity of the process. Because the recommended
system requires only a checklist and documentation, evaluation of files should be relatively speedy and not an undue
burden on individual faculty members. In the previous ranking system, some departments as large as 22 FTE asked
each department member to review the files of all other department members. Thus, "a personnel committee" may be
interpreted as a committee of the whole. The meeting to resolve disagreements ensures that interpretations of data
and documentation can be shared to the benefit of individual faculty members and of the university.
"A University Wide Appeals Committee comprising eight members, two each elected by the faculty from each school
or college, will hear grievances regarding salary adjustment decisions."
Rationale: Ail appeals committee assures that each faculty member will have an opportunity to present a case for
reconsideration should an application for salary adjustment be denied. Election of members from each school or
college ensures that the group is representative of the University and is a group of individuals with whom the majority'
of faculty feel comfortable.

*****
-MOTION NO. 2956 Ubby Street moved that Level 1 evaluations be based on performance since the last Level 1 (or
in the old system, merit) award and likewise, Level 2 evaluations shall be based on performance since the last Level 2
award.
"MOTION NO. 2Il5T Rob Perkins moved and John Brangwin seconded a motion to table the six proposed motions of
the Personnel Committee related to the Salary Adjustment Proposal until the May 18, 1994, Faculty Senate meeting.
Motion defeated (12 yes, 13 no).
Senators stated that faculty require more time to discuss the implications of the Salary Adjustment motions
at department meetings. Chair Nesselroad pointed out that the six motions proposed by the Personnel Committee
were originally presented to the Faculty Senate on June 2, 1993.
Senator Barry Donahue, Computer Science, requested that a vote on all Personnel Committee motions
related to the Salary Adjustment Proposal be delayed until the May 18, 1994, Faculty Senate meeting, citing section
VI.B. (Conduct of Business) of the Faculty Senate Bylaws: "Formal motions rising from committee reports or included
on the printed agenda will be acted upon at the meeting at which they are Introduced. Motions rising from the floor
can also be acted upon immediately. However, whenever possible, substantive motions should be presented in
written form; and, at the request of any Senator, action on any motion will be delayed until the subsequent meeting.•
Vote on the motions was delayed, but further discussion was allowed.
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PERSONNa. COMMITTEE, continued
Senator Charles McGehee, Sociology, stated that the proposed default criteria do not encourage fair
comparisons across disciplines and departments and allow activities as disparate as a "bake sale" and "publication of
a book" to receive equal consideration. Dr. Street stated that the existing merit award system Is not more fair than
the one being proposed regarding the standards of individual departments and disciplines, but the Personnel·
Committee was unable to devise any easy solution to this problem. Senators discussed the limitations Imposed by
the legislature on distribution of funds earmarked for merit awards and agreed that not enough monies are usually
involved to create a true merit incentive system . Senators recommended that all grievances regarding merit awards
be settled before distribution of any monies from the merit pot to allow for adjustment regarding cases in which an
appeal is upheld. Dr. Street agreed that settlement of grievances before the distribution of monies was an excellent
idea and stated that this would be incorporated Into the motions when they were returned to the Senate on May 18,

1994.
7.

PUBUC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
No report

OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
Senator Charles McGehee, Sociology, stated that all departments recently received a notice from Ubrary Services that purchase
of serials are to be prior[tized, and he asked that the Dean of Ubrary Services provide faculty with more Information concerning
purging of the stacks anq the plan for dissemination of old , bound volumes. Russ Schultz, Chair of the Academic Department
Chairs' Organization (ADCO) stated that Gary Lewis, Dean of Ubrary Services, is scheduled to meet with ADCO on Monday, May
2, 1994, to discuss these.issues.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 18, 1994 ***
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10 p.m., Wednesday, April 27, 1994
SUB 204-205
I.
II.
Ill.

ROLL CALL
CHANGES TO AGENDA
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: April 6, 1994

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS
-3130/94 memo from Libby Street, Chair-Senate Personnel Committee, regarding Distinguished
Faculty of the University and Shared Faculty Positions; referred to Executive Committee and Code
Committee.
-4/1194 letter from Beverly Heckart, Chair-Code Committee, re. 3130/94 Personnel Committee report
on Distinguished Faculty and Shared Faculty Positions; referred to 1994-95 Code Committee.
-4/6/94 memo from Charles McGehee, Chair-Academic Affairs Committee, recOmmending service
on Honors Convocation Planning Committee proposed by Provost; referred to Provost
-4/6/94 letter from William Dunning, Art, re. phased retirement; referred to Executive Committee.
-4/8/94 memo from President Ivory Nelson re. Faculty Senate Budget Chair participation at Dean's
Council; referred to Executive C.ommittee.
-4/11194 memo from Charles McGehee, Chair-Academic Affairs Committee, re. grade inflation; see
Academic Affairs Committee report (below).
-4/14/94 report from Libby Street, Chair-Personnel Committee, re. salary adjustment proposal; see
Personnel Committee report (below).

V.

REPORTS

VI.
VII.

1.

CHAIR
-Deans' Council Update

2.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITIEE
-Grade Inflation [report attached]

3.

BUDGET COMMITTEE

4.

CODE COMMITI'EE

5.

CURRICULUM COMMITIEE
-Bachelor of Music/Music Business - New Program [discussion only- text attached]

6.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
-Salary Adjustment Proposal [report and motions attached]

7.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITIEE

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 18, 1994

)

***
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
[DISCUSSION ONLY -- FOR VOTE ON MAY 18, 1994]
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE, continued
BACHELOR OF MUSIC -- MUSIC BUSINESS (Program Addition)

•Justification for th~ addition (including what program will
result of this new program).

b~ d~l~ted

as the

This program has been offered as an individual studies degree on the

Bachelor of Music for the past seven yean at Ce.ntral. Indeed, the Bachelor of
Music-Music Business program was acaedited by the National Association
of Schools of Music during the Music Department's accreditation renewal in
1981 and reacaed.ited in the 1992 renewal Therefore, this proposal is simply a
request to fonnally acknowledge a program of study which already exists. Th.e
Music Department has experienced numerous problems when students
attempt to apply for admission into this particular major. Formal
acknowledgement of this program should remove these registration and
applicatl.on problems. There seems to be no documentation regarding the
rational for establishment of this program as an in.dividual studies degree.
Since this program has beeJI offered fo.r the past seven years, there is no need
to delete another program to make roo.m for it. As th.e da5ses required for
this degree are currently being taught there is no burden placed on the
university to offer new courses.
•Impact on depilrlmrntlll load, inc/udhrg what faculty resources will b~
or rallOCilted and additional frlculty to be hired during the first
three yars to supPort the new program.
rt~~SSigned

The impact on departmental load Is negligible. Professors needed to teach the

courses are currently teaching them. Therefore, no additional faculty will be
needed or current faculty reassigned.
• Projected non-staffing needs to support the program.

None other than the resources currently allocated to the music department.
• Prof~cttd studrnt rnrollmrnt for uch qllllrte:r wer th~ nat thru years and
sp«iRI additional costs (/us) students will be required to pay.

Current and Projected student enrollment is 15. The only additional oosls
incurred by the students will be the cost of food and housing during the
internship (MUS 490).
•Projected space needs to support the program (office, classrooms, laboratory).

None other than the resources currently allocated to the music department.
• Related proposals that will follow as a result of this program.

In the future, as the nature of music business evolves, there will be a need to
eliminate some oourses in this program to make way for others dealing with
modem technology and its effect on the industry. These adjustments 10 the
program will make use of existing faculty and will present no major Shift in
departmental load.
• DetAiled costs
years.

for

implmenting the program, 'by iplllrler, wer the nat firJe

Since th.e program Is currently in effect as an individual studies major, there
should be no (or at the most, minimal) cost to placing this program formally
in our curriculum.
• Source of additional fiscal resources needed to implemnrt the program.

None needed
• Unique time elmrnts inoolved in completing th~ revised program. (It is
presumed ll major can be completed in six iplllrlers of upper dioision of work
tmd 11 master's d~gree can be aclplired in 11 minimum of thru qwrtersJ

The unique time element in this program is the MUS 490 course which will
be an internship experience and therefore will be somewhat dependant upon
the scheduling of opportuniti,es in the field of music business. Businesses
which have participated or expressed interest in this degree include Ted
Brown Music Inc., The Yakima Symphony, The Seattle Open, and Tliad
Studios.
•If this proposttl is
involved.

for

an interdisciplinary program, departments tluat .,e

Departments involved are Music, Economics, Accounting, Marketing, and
Business.
• Departmrnts/programs affected 'by th~ new program. (attach apprtn11ll
letters from ~ach department chair/progrilm directur J

Departments involved are Music, Economics, Accounting, Marketing, and
Business.
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April 14, 1994
To:

Sidney Neaselroad, Chair
Faculty S..nate Executive Committee

r-£ ~

From : Libby Street, Chair
Faculty Senate PersVn~Jco..A.ittee
Re :

Salary Adjustment Propo•al

You may recall that at its Cinal meeting during academic year 1992-93, the Senate
adopted four motions related lo the Sa lory Adjustment Proposal:
"Eligibility for salary adjustment will be determined in relation lo 8 set of
departmental criteria that the school dean certiCies meet minimum university standards."
"Two levels of salary adjustment will be specified in relation lo established
criteria at each level."
"A level 1 aalary increment shall be gran led lo all of those who meet the level 1
criteria in all three area• of tenchi ng, scholarship, and service."
"A level 2 aalary increment shnll be gntnted to a.11 of thOAe who meet the level 1
criteria in aU three are.t~~ of t.eoch ing, .;choiAiahlp, and $ervioe and who, in addition, meet
the level 2 criteria in any on e areu of teaching, scholarship, and ser.nee."
Additional moLioM hod been •ent forward for consideration by lhe Senate
Committee but were held pend in~: nction by individual deportment$ t;, reline· the
drafl. criteria thnt had been propol!Cd hy lhe Personnel Committee. The Personnel
Committee now hoe fcedl:!flck from all of the school and co11ege deans indicating that
department& have eilher adopted the criteriA AS proposed, refined the criteria in a rorm !:hat
is consistent with the spirit. of the originally proposed criteria, or objected Lo the procedure
and chosen not lo address the uiterla . The deans ap~ar lo have concluded that no further
progress will be made by depArtments who have taken ex~pLion lo the procedure.
P~rsonnel

So that it will be a matter of the record, I will summarize the concerns brought
forward by departments and/or dcnns regarding the proposal:
1. There oppcared to be some miS<>ommuniealion n.b outthe level 1 criteria. Based
on the feedback reeeivcd from the f~culty survey that began this process, on attempt was
made to reinstitute a snlary incrcmcnl for individuals who are performing acc.e ptably lo
the university. Previously, this form nf inc.-ement wns called profusionnl growlh. "It wa.s
eliminated becnuse there wno n scnAc thnL th ere were no criteriA governing dccis ione lo
awnrd iL Thus, lhe level l criteriu were included lo en~ure that individual~ meelinc
minimum criteria of the university would be benefitted nbove those who are not meeting
minimum eriterin. When profc .. ionnlgrowlh wos eliminalE;d, there was some sense thnt

across Lhe board rai.s es would substitute for professional growth. However, the procedure
foilcd lo o.flow for greater sa lary enhancement for those who were Contributing at a
de5ignaled level in t.enching, scholnrship, and ser.nce thsn for tho_se who were not.
2. Some individuals inteTJ)ret.ed the criteria as being comparative. For ex~mple,
one person indicated lhntlhe current criteria in scnolsrship lead one Lo believe that two
presentations ot re~:ional meetinss ore equated with a Nobel Prize. This wu, of couroe, not
our inteni. The crit.crio suggest lhresholds only: the point above which individuals will be
induded in the salary adjustment pool and bel ow which they will be ucluded. Our
comm.ittee has felt lhroughoutlhat sl.ljte salary allowances can never adequately
compensate some. of the more magniCieent accomplishmenl.s of our f11culty . It is
noteworthy that our current "ystem allows two individuals of extremely disparate
accomplishment to honer.t equnlly, e,g., the II and M2 rnnked ~··son in a given
deportment mny s hnre no ~imilnrity in te rms of nccomplishmenl yet both may be awarded
o sa lory increment. ~'urthcr, Lhe current ~y&lem nllows for one of two individuals with
like accomplishments to re<:eive a salary increment wh ile the other does no\. This newly
proposed system attempts lo cstnblish ~l.l>fTpoi!'ts on the basis of acceptable criteria rather
thnn arbiirnrily or e~>priciously on the ba•i5 ·of money allocation.
3. We've henrd both thnllhc~rit.e ri n ore too Lough and not tcugh enough . Some
departments reported thnt !.heir fncu iLy could never meet the level 1 criteria in all three
nrea.s; othera indicated thnt they would noL retain a faculty m~mber who could not meet the
level 1 criteria· in all three areas. It seemed impossible for our committee lo resolve the
disparate positions of th~ two (troup!!. Thus, we have chosen to reta.i n the criteria u
proposed. ldel'llly, n Lrin l ru n woulcl help us lo identify just how reasonable the criteria are.
D~portmen~s Lhnt nre pnrliculnrly cance ru~d might wont to do 8 trial run during- the
remainder of t his year und ~ ubmit their findings Lo the Senate. or course, if all members
of a deportment are fou nd Lo qualify at both level 1 and level 2. we would still need to
determine whether the crit~rin ore not sufficien tly demanding or the department is
exceedingly wonderful.
4. The criLr.rin Lhnt we.re proposed did not nddrus fnculty who hold lar~ly
admini1JL1'&1.ive positions. While ndministrntive faculty are u ·pect_ed to contribute in
service and scholarship In much the aame way t<~Sching faculty do, we were asked lo
consider ndditionnl criLeria bnsed on their ad ministrative re.sponsihililiu to replace the
teaching criterin 11pplied lo tenchin1: faculty.

5. We received consideroble feedhnck about the potential for inequitable financia.l
go in across ye»rs. We hnve rrfincd one of our motions to eddre.s th is problem but very
frankly were unable to o;olve whnl is essentially a fund ing problem of the university.
Truly, the only way to avoid· the problem raised by some faculty that one might "waste"
contributions in a year of minimal funding is lo give acron the boftrd incrementa lo all
faculty each year and eliminote performance-based inc·r enses of any kind. We ere not
recommending this approach.
Overoll, the number of depArtments that have ,worked with the proposal and the
criteria considcrnbly e.cecdo the numbe.r who hnve noL While we resi)I..'Cl lhe concerns that
have been ' roised, we know of no way lo resolve all the coneems oflhe objecting
departmenl.s. T hus, the Personnel Committee now comes forward with the remftining
motions from the ori)l"innl J)TOI>OML Two or lhe motions have ,been o;omewhat refined from
thoRe pre•enwd in the Rpring o( lut year.
We are now asking the Senate to take action on the following motions.
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PERSONNEL COMMITTEE, continued
[MOTIONS]

1.
''Level 1 evaluations shall be based on performance since the last level 1 (or in the
old oyotem, merit) award and likewise, level 2 evaluntiono ohall be booed on performance
oince the last level 2 award."
Rationale: Faculty members should be able to accumulate service from one increment to
another. Further accumulations should be specific to the level of the award that hno been
received.
2.
'The droll. criteria proposed by Lhe Personnel Committee will act as the default
criteria for all departments except Lhose whose modifications have been approved by their
school or college dean . Individual depnrtmental criteria may be modified all.er
consultation with and opprovol by the appropriate school or college dean and the provost."
Rationale: Each department had on opportunity to streamline the criteria in keeping with
their departmental mission and unique charocteristics. Departments that have not yet
agreed on suitable criteria should be evaluated by a common set of criteria until such time
as they and their dean ngTec to n more individualized set or criteria. Further, departments
may find that their logicol criteria do not work well in practice and should hove nn
opportunity for further refinement in consultation with their dean.
3.
"Full·time clcpnrtmcnt chnirs will be evnluated using the default or their
individual depnrtmcnt.Rl critcrin for scholnrship nnd service and a set or administrative
criteria that have been approved by the school or college dean and the provost."

Rationale: Full time department choirs are not expected to be involved in teaching. They
should be evaluated in relntion to their job description. However, they, like all faculty
members, are expected to maintain a record of scholarship and service.
4.
"The amount of money available from the legislature for salary adjustment (less
that necessary for promotion) shall be divided by the number of individuals eligible at
level 1 plus the number of individunls eligible at level 2 except that units shall always
represent a minimum of n nominnl .5% (technically .4939) scale adjustment or a multiple
or .5%. Availnble money hetwet ~ n multiplt~s of .5% nnd/or avaBable money in excess of
that necessary to ensure o full step (3%) incrensc for each level earned shall be distributed
as a scale adjustment. Equity adjustments will not be deducted from the money available
for sRlnry adjustments until the criterin specified here have been met.
Rationale: After much discussion of the com men to of faculty, the Personnel Committee
modified thio statement to ensure that the only way in which equity or scale adjustments
would be poosible is that each person eligible to receive an increment at either level has
achieved a full step increase for each level. The .5% figure is viewed as a minimum only
and would never function as the actual distribution per level except in those cases where the
legislature's award to the university for snlnry adjustment is in the neighborhood of o 1%
increase overnll . Let's suppose that every person in the university met the minimum
criteria at level 1 and thnt hnlf met the criteria at level 2, If the group meeting the criteria at
level 2 were equally distributed across the snlnry range, money would be diverted to salary
and scale adjustment only when the amount from the legislature exceeded approximately
4.5% of current salaries for salary adjustment. The essential effect of this
implementation is that each step will become a salary range instead of a fixed salary.
Thus one could be at step 19, 19.1 up to step 19.5.
5.

"F.nch fnculty momh<or will he inrlopondontly evnlunted hy the depnrtmont rhnir, n

rl"pnrlmentnl perAonn f' l commiii.N! , mull hr. s<'honl clenn u~inJ.: common crilt!rin; nny

dioagreemento will be resolved in a meeting between the chair, the personnel committee,
and the dean.
Rationale: Concurrence by several parties helps to ensure the validity of the process.
Because the recommended system requires only a checklist and documentation,
evaluation of files should be relatively speedy and not an undue burden on individual
faculty members. In the previous ranking system, some department! as large as 22 Fl'E
asked each department member to review the files of all other department members. Thus,
"a personnel committee" may be interpreted as a committee of the whole. The meeting to
resolve disagreements ensures that interpretations of data and documentation can be
shared to the benefit of individual faculty members and of the university.
6.
"A University Wide Appeals Committee comprised of six member, two each elected
by the faculty from each school, will hear grievances regarding salary adjustment
decisions."
Rntionale : An appeals committee nssures Lhat each faculty member will have an
opportunity to pre!=;ent o cnse for reconsideration should an application for sa1ary
adjustment be denied. Election of members from each school or college ensures that the
group is representative of the University and is a group of individuals with whom the
majority of fnculty feel comfortnhle.
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Wr, did oot plhet i..rormatioo oa the imp6Cl ol tniUfer 5IUdeota OQ tile GPA .ot Ccolnll. Tile dAia did
pther OQ local gracllog indicated dearly that there is wide vv:iatloa in sradiag. ScparatiDc OUl traasler
lludr.o~ would DOl ba-e gj~o usdu.J illfO<matioo to hdp u.odctllaDd Ibis pbtMCDC-. 0. tile
contrary, puf'SUio& this line ol i.Dquiry M>llld ~ ODiy to point a fiaser ol blame dsewbere while
allow\as CWU'• DWD high CPA's to go uoques!iooed.

4.

We ba~ tonoulalcd oo ~wide 8Jadia& policy. Apia. iD «der to do so, -..e ....,wd haoe 10
uadustaDd a.od snsp t.be issues tbo<ooshJy a.od we do DOC. 1lldee4 'Nt ha-c coodudcd thai 100 ooe
bas sueb • grasp, eithc::r. A receDI l1ticlr, iD the Seanle P·l (NOYtmher IS, 1993) izadic:otes thai tile
U ol W also bas oo grasp a.od anklca iD t.be Olrorlidc ol H'p EdiiCitioG iD reccat IUR iD<ficale
lh.lt tbe c:oneems are Dllioo·widc.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

MEMO
Ezeeuti~

TO:

Focully Seaote

Committee

PROM:

Pocully SeDate Academic Affairs Committee
Cbarlea Mc:Gebee, Chair

DATE:

April11, 1994

IU!:

Report .,. Gnde loftallo•

011 October IS, 1994, tbe Academic Affain Committee was charged to re>iew the grode di.tributioo aod make
rCCOIDIIIeodatioas to tbe Seute. Following is our report.

'I1Ie Committee's work wu guided by the recommendation ollast ~~ Academic Affain Committee wbic:k
called for.
L collectin& data OD JJ11de diatn"butioo ot CWU,
2. studying the impact of withdrawals oa grode distn"butioD,
3. studying thr, impact of ll'aosfer studeals oo GPA,
4. formulati.ag possible Wli\oeniry-wide grading polic:iea,
S. boldiag smaD group faculty forums to discuss grodiDg policy, aod
6. d~lopiag u.Diversity·wi~e gradiag policiea for Senate action.
I• respoase to theae rr,eommeodatioDS the Committee bas dooe the foiJowiDc:
1.
The Committee pthered dato oa grode distn'butioo ot CWU. As expected it shows a great range of
grades ~a counea, departments, a.od schools. ne Committee judged !his to be ao exerc:isc ill
futiliry, however, ia that iD DO way did it tell us bow or whether the grodea were justified. Merely
obsaviDg o gioeD Jc....~ regardless or bow liDely it is divided a.od subjccled to lllltistical analysis, will
tell ua ootbiag obout tbe validity of !bose grades as loog u grading remoias withia !be subjectiw:
judgeiDCilt ol iDdividual faculty.
'I1Ie very idea o/"grade i.nfiatioo" Suggests !hot grodes, U curreocy, hove lost I value wllidl
!bey ooce bod, 1 ftlue wbieb pruumably was superior to that wbic:b !bey now posses&. SiDoe il is
relativistic; boftw:r, tbe DOlioa of "grade ioJiatioo• does Dot address tbe question of why r,arlier.
grades necessarily should be regarded as more valid th&D preseot ODe&. The simple obsr,rvatioo that
preseDI grades are bigber thao r.arlier could be explaiDr,d ill maoy Wl)'l, IDIDY of wbieb reOed Yllue
judgements. We wish to avoid the presumption of judgement simply bucd OD our perceptioos a.od
values. Nor do we wish to judge the gradiag practices or othen without regard to the coaditioos
wbieb produced them.
2.

We were coocemed to mow tbe effect or withdrawals aod iacomplelr.s OD grade distnlrutioo.
lDfonoatioD we obtaiDr,d iDdiqotes thor the number of hudship withdrawals YUics with the specific
penon vUiliog diem. WbiJe ODC might be tempted locoodude thai thi£ IUggaU tOO IDIDY
withdrawalo. 1 dill'ereatial, iD oad of itaelf, doea DOt apeok to tile Yllidity ol eilbor ol the ftriablea.
Beyoacl that, we did pther doll oo withdrawals a.od io<:ompletea, but, opia, il: wu DOt
poaibk to determiDe their relatioubip to grades wbicll mi;pl bo.c beeo o-.aicled "' eabaoeod.
WOI'IDMiorl ia DOt ud boa beea recorded wbic11 Mluld shed 11ab1 011 IU q.-ioa. llecaol IK releiM:Iy ..an awaber ol cues oad the clilficul1y ol ClloblialliDa motha reliably, tbe
committee does DOt reprd i1: useful to CODduc:t a Joaa-teno ltudy ol tloo qoalioa.
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3.

s.

We did Dot hold .....U focull)' group fOniiDI to discuss possible gradiog policiea. W'otboul a
framework tor sueb • al$C:~Wl0o -judged lhot rueb would be )'Ct &Dot.bet CllltO'dae .. furlljjy ...tlidl
would degecente quickly iato ~ a.od fiDger poiatiac- 1a our >iew !his -'<:1 be poiallea.

6.

Acc:ordiagly, we briDg
aD.

DO

policy to tbe Seriate for IClioD, poor policy heiDg Mine tbu

110

policy e1

The Commiuce coo.c luda that the issue WIIIOI be ruol\oed simply by ~ departmeriU oad progr.wbieb give "too high" grodca. "Too high" is meaoiosful ooly with rcopec~ to $ODIC lla.odud, a.od there ia DO
staodard for grodi.og. ComplaiDts obout gradiDg proctir,ea, ill our c.tperieAce, cococ, DOt·iafreqiiCDI.Iy, from
OQc or IDOI'C segJD~ ol tbe uoivecsi1y which reprd ~ u the heat1 or CUSilodiaa ol tbe ealerprisc.
While thia is oot iareodcd u • crilicism. it is to poi.ot OUl tho! jucf8J11Cat.s about gndiac comr, from a
perspective aod o.re rela~ to some son ol 1 lllrldard ol goodDea.
Uolortuaately, the standard published iD the UDiversity catalogue dor,a oot shed mueb ligbt oa the IDII!er. It
reads:
A "C' grade iDdic.otes that. a SludCDI bas made substoatial propea toward mcdiDg the
objr,cti- or tb.e course a.od bu fuUiiJed the reqW.emcollol tile ooun.t.. The gada
above •c: o.rr, used for tb0$C otuckat.s who have demoastroted lCCDe detJce ol
superiority. The higbes1grode, "A", is reserved for thosestudeou who ho..., eoaeJicd
ia every phase or the coune. The "8' grode is for 11udr.oto whose work io. superict bW.
does DOl WIJT&DI tbc> special ~ o/ the 'A". The '1>" is a~ for thole
students who ba..., made pt'OgJess toward meeting t.h e objectiiiCS-of the course bot who
bo~~e fulfilled t.be rcquircmeoto ooly iD a substandard tD&JIDU. The "P' io. reserved (or
uudr,o~ wbo bave failed t.o meef or ba~~e I<XXIIDplished 10 few ol the reqaircme:o~J ol
tbe coune that they ue Dot catitled to acdir. (1991193 CWU UDdcrgroduale
Catalogue, p. 31.)

By liakiag grades to fulfollrQcat ol course requiremco.ll, it leavea opea tbe qocstioo ol wA! thooe cowse
rr,quiretDC~>to arc. RcquiremCDII may he few or JDuy, tOU&Jo or easy, imponiDI 0.. oMal, ud uy &n<k
re.tlc:dir>g their fulfo.llJDeDt oc=wily rdlecu the Ylluc placed tbe uztdc:dyiag reqW.~ ladccd, we ha-c
<Xlllduded that DO policy OQ grodiag is poujble UDlil I - - Oil tbe 111C of grJldea bM bcea cbdopcd.
Toward aueb aa cod we hoYC idcotilicd some 31 usa ol gradel !DaD)' ol wbidl deYiale from the 1111Mni1J
policy.
Uoa orGrada:
L
Assessmetlt of degree ol rutlilhocol ol cowx ~ (Uaiversily polic:J)
2..
AssessJDeot of degree ol fulf.n-at ol c:ounc rr,quir~ (UDMtaily polic)' .......-. thia will
llem oo. 1, though the two ue ootiiCCI:SoSirily the SIIDC.)
3.
Assessmeat ol degree o( comma.od ol subjed IDiher.
4.
Asseossmeot ol job-related competc:ocy M detcnoi.ocd by faa&lty.
s. Aueameat or job-relalod oompetc:ocy .. dctcnoiDcd by outDclc> izalcrats.
6.
Asseu!Deol ol C:IICDI ollabot cxpeoded ia coarse.
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7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

D.
24.

2S.
26.
rl.
28.
29.
30.

:n.

Re-.d (or !.bor eapeoded.
l'wiWimelll for ladt of llbor upeoded.
laceati'<'e (or future labor expcaded.
DeteneliCC for fulllle lack
llbor cxpeoded.
R.-rd (or fulfillmelll of couuc ohjeetiYts.
PuoishmeDI for lock of fulfillmeDt of course objectives.
lDccoti'<'e for future fulfillmeot
course objccti-.
Dcteneacc for l'u!ure lack of fulflllmeol of course objecti'<"Ci.
Re-.d (or cooformity to instructor'' \iews aod value&.
Puoisbmeot for lock ol cooformity to instructor'a view aod valuea.
MUOI (or enha.ocemeot
studeDis' aelf. esteem aod lff"Ulllatioo.
Meaos for avoida.oec of harm to stuclcllU' aelf-eoteem aod oftirmation.
Meaos to iollueoce studeot&' \iew of iostrvctor relati¥e to iostructor evaluatioL
MUOIIO iollueoce atudeot&' \iew o( iostructor relative 10 iatupenooal relotiooa with iastructor.
MUOI to i1111ue~~ce coUeoguea' view of iastructor relati¥e to c.Yaluatiou.
Meaos to i1111uc.ce colleagueo" view of iostructor relati'<'e to iDterpenooal relatio111 with instructor.
Meaos to i1111ueace pareolS' \icw of iostructor.
Meaoo to avoid criticism of otudeats, coUeagucs. poreats, et ol.
M....,. for iolluc.ocmg proapeetive graduate ochools oa behalf l!Udeot&.
MelDS for iof1ueoc:iD& prospecli¥e employua oo behalf
otuclcata.
MUOI for legitimatir>g course requiremeot&.
Meaos for eotoblishillg or legitU..atir>g reputatioD
instructor.
Meaos for expressiag iosll\lc:tor'o \iew of CWU.
MeiDl for avoidiaa persoool evaluatioas of stuclcllls.
Meaos for weedi"' out studeots.

or

4.

s.

or

COGSCDSUS..

6.

or

or

or

or

7.

8.
9.

10.

nere are oo doubt other rusoos which could he added to this list. Tbe poiot. h~JW~~'II:r, is lhis: The qucstioo
of padiog praclices CIOIIOC be disc.wed me~~~iogfuUy unless a.od until one of rwo lhiDgs comea obout: (1) a
cooseosus is estobtisbed oboUI the meaniog aod functiou or grades, or (2.) tbe oeed fO< • cooseosus is elimillated,
wbich is to soy, the Deed for grlclc• is elimioated.

11.

n.e tuk is aoc impossible, the C>'ideoce for whlch il that schools aucb IS Tb.c

Everveeo State College ha¥e
elimiPtcd grodea. Evergreeo W&f uew wbeo that occurred a.od did M> with a haod·sel«ted foadty whido
was cboseD heel- they _.-e ~dy committed to dirnioati.og grade$. Furthermore, the experimeDI wu
carried out oa stuclcllU wbo ""'re also sympotbel.i.t: to the idea. ID tbc caae of ochools r;uch u CWU, ooe
bas to c:ooteod with 1 luge, teoured foculty wbich is by a.od large committed to principle& of gradiog. At
IIIII, it wu 111111y years before EverSJ"eeu was lakeo seriously by the outside world, and for many it
&till is uothema.
Still, 011 the wumptioo that grodea ore •too bigb" (leavi"i opeo the questioD of wbatlhat meaos) it may be
possible to lower grade& overall by iatroductioo o( ccrtaio uotested meuurea:
1.
Reduce or elimioole Withdrawak. No data exist DOr is it likely possible to generate uy c:ooceroiog
the use of W'o to avoid poor grades.
Ne'<'etthelca, there is speculatioo that it Is frequeotly the cue, ODd reducing or elimiDatir>g
pctemplor:y Wllhdrawola (ooa-bar<bhlp) would reduce or elimioatc this possible faclor. It would
also reduce or elimioate uy other value of the W'• wbile doing aoching to curb the high Dumber of
A'a beiD& gi'll:a.
2.
llediiCC Ot elimialle locompletca. Apin. DO dlt1 exist oor is it likely P'*ible 10 geoerlte a.oy
coacemio& the use of l'a to ovoid poor grade&.
Nevertheleol, there io apcculatioa thai it is frequently the case, aod reducing or elimioatiag
Iocompletea ~reduce or elimioate this factor. It would eJso reduce or elimioate aoy other value

).

.

ol~

Brio& ~

pteuure to beat 011 {oculi)' to reduce gnda.. This would leaYC the queatioa of
the mea.oiDg olglclca up to odmio.islnton ODd pu1 them ill I be positioo ol rep!Kiaa Ca_culty judgement
a.od dlct1ti.og ocademic policy. Oepeoding Oft the leYcJ (ear induced ill faculty it might drive grade&
dowD but II the coot ollimitio& the (aculty'a ocademk judgement.

or

Distribute gradeo througboUI tbe faculty fOI" geoeraJ review LDd 001111DC111. 'l1le motivalio& PW"h•nism
bere is bumiliatX.o aod ridicule. For this 10 be ell'~ howeYer, clcpmmenu aod Caculty mwt ha¥e
cbu eo"""umcatioo ud be i1111ueacecd by ~ch Olbu'a opiDioo. ID our judgemcDI. thetc is liule
iaatc:rpel-.ooal comm~lioo OD campus ODd a great deal of iDclitfereoce toward lhc opiAloos of olhen.
Cooduet clcpulmc<ll/<chool meetiDgslwotkshops 011 sradill& philosopby aDd pramcc... E>cperieocc
•1183C'U that such sessioos raul.! ill haodwriA&i"i 011 preachJJ:oa to lhc choir. !hat ia, lllcy prod.u cc liuJe
Dew of beocfll. Giveo I be m&Dy possible I!S!CS of .,..teo. auch • IDCdw>ism is u.a.likely 10 prodiiCC uy
Wtitute odmioistnti'<'e talks with hiP sdlools aDd eommunity collqc$ aboul gradi.J:Is pramcc... While
this may be of val11e relati'<'e to the preparatioo of groduateo wt.o CGtu CWU. ~ &SSWDC& !hot the
problem would be elimiAalcd it the gracb of eoteria& siUdems were "a,eoWao:.:
11 doea .ooc oddrea· the questioo of wily • otudeol wbo rec:eMd ao ~ A ill bjp
school or community collqe also lilly reccn.e ao equally Wldcaened A ll Ca>tnl. lA ~ words,
it is aoc dar how questiouble gadillg pradices eh,ewhue c:zploiD q~ble arodi.D& priiC:liccs
bete.
Requesl the HEC Board dC¥elop a policy 011 ~
While this may establish unifonoity or grading.. it would be ~caDy oosdy ill thalsracfiDI
would be remO'<'ed from tbe (oculi)' to be guided by tbe valuco ol 1 political bwuoscnq.
Elimioale GPA crileria (or colranee ioto 01 releolioo ill or grodualioo Cr- 1 P'"CJS'UL "J1Us would
~ucc the possibility
being jliYeo to oYOid kl$iD& piDiDs 0t tccping~llla. OD the ~
haod. it would eJso IIIUD oubsUtuting ocher criteria (Ot USCSSII>CDI, ouch U per(OftiW>(:e fe\'iew.
Elimioate I:Xlfo credit work which simply substitutes for arlier. poor pu(ormaoc:e. Eldno credit
work to repl•cc arlicr poor perfon:oaocc
the illusioo of oubslaoce without the reality.
While this m1y &eem a.o irltrusioo 011 foadty judgmeDI, faculty ~ their owa sta.oclatdl
ill aucb 1 -y to alter their OWD judgemc:DI moy be • topic for c:li>.cusaica.
Record o'Jeroge dus grlclc Dell 10 studeot'a gaclc oo the traosc:ripL
This, presumably. will si-'e ID)'OOC \iewillg tbe grode I balls for wessing ics validity. II
does ·ooc ~the geoeral GPA. but merely puu the reader oo o«icc thor wbu is prcoeoted oeedl
to he interpreted. The viewer is lclt to judge the meaaiDg of the grade. ~. withoul adeqWIIe
iof01111atioa. such u the N, sta.odard dtviotioo. or the oolllfe of the c:loa.
Convert WWper(ormaocclaaiviry credit& to SIU. ~ duaroomlllhoratory ldMties ex ocher
coUJ1.tl are better reflected OD the truscripe u SIU. To the exiCAI thot there are courses whic:b
produce bi&b leiter
wbeo it is WnWly U..pouible to Jet a.oythiac bul hip grade&,
clcputmeots - uodu the leadership of the deoos - abould c:xamiDe chaaPac their cle&i,pltioe
~urate with univusiry eutric:ulum policy a.od tbe requirCIIIC1IIA ol ocaedltiDs qeocica.. We
boY!: DO evideDCC that tbis proposal would bo¥e aoy 1JU1 iDIJ)ICI oo tbe overall questioo ol grade&..
Pbllosophically, thouab. il does speak to the pctceplioo thot grades £rom some course& ate leu
clcfeo•ible thu othcn.

or snodea

g;,..

sradea

To the Clllt:Dt that emplO)'I'n do DOl place 1 grea1 deal o( filth ill grodeo. rd)'ioc iosi.C id oa pcrfOI'lDIIICe
bued criterio for judsi"i the adequaey o( prospc.ctM employcca. "grade iollatioo" would sum to be laraeJy
or eooa:rv oaly t.o academka. l( perfonoaoce i& iodeed the IIICIIUtC of choico ill lhc ouuide world, ""'
abould be ttyiDg to iosutc that our sllld eots cao pcrf01111 up to the Jc:o.d oor padeo uy they cao rlll>er tharo
b)'io& to brio& grades dowo to lhc Jc:o.d of actllllotudeol pufCinUDCIO.

The dly !hot otudeoll cao reocl, write, eolculate ODd te11011 drectMely, thai io the dly talt ol Fade ioOaliool
wiDeeoae.
The Ac:adcmie Affairs Committee kOOM

DO

other meaaa for

deolia& wiiJI the m1ttcr.

Eod o( report.
(c\wpcloca\COIIIIDilte\4-11·942.alcl
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ROLL CALL 1993-94

FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

C)f{~}/ tfJ7, J9CJ1
I

Walter ARLT

_ _Stephen JEFFERIES

Linda BEATH

_ _ Dan FENNERTY

_ _Andrea BOWMAN

_

_L_John BRANGWIN

_ _ Kris HENRY

I

Peter BURKHOLDER

Madalon LALLEY

_ _Jay BACHRACH

~Minerva CAPLES

_ _Susan DONAHOE

_L_Robert CARBAUGH

_ _David HEDRICK

---.::::.:_David CARNS

_

_ Walt KAMINSKI

--ti--Bobby CUMMINGS
~Barry

DONAHUE

_ _George TOWN

_!.:::_Ken GAMON

_ _James HARPER

_L_Mary GOSSAGE

_ _Jeff OLSEN

__..L_ Charles MCGEHEE

_ _ David KAUFMAN

~Deborah

_ _Gary HEESACKER

MEDLAR

_ _ Robert MYERS

_ _ Patrick OWENS

_ _Ivory NELSON

_

-

_ _L_Sidney NESSELROAD

_ _Andrew SPENCER

Lvince NETHERY

_

_ Thomas MOORE

. Connie NOTT
_ Robert GREGSON

_ _ Michael OLIVERO
_ t_ Steve OLSON
_._
.. _Rob PERKINS

_ _Cathy BERTELSON

__:::::_Dan RAMSDELL

_ _Beverly HECKART

_ _ Dieter ROMBOY

_ _Stella MORENO

_:::::_Sharon ROSELL

_ _ Michael BRAUNSTEIN

__:::::__Eric ROTH

_ _ Geoffrey BOERS

"/ - Charles RUBIN

_ _James HINTHORNE

__L.James SAHLSTRAND

_ _ Margaret SAHLSTRAND

_ _ Carolyn SCHACTLER

--1::::::.-carolyn THOMAS

vHugh SPALL
_ _ Kristan STARBUCK

_ _Shawn CHRISTIE

~Stephanie

_ _Stephen SCHEPMAN

STEIN

_,._Alan TAYLOR

_ _ Robert GARRETT

~homas THELEN

_ _John CARR

Morris UEBELACKER
t,/usa WEYANDT [pron. Y'-ANT]

_ _John ALWIN
_ _ Roger FOUTS

_ _ Rex WIRTH
_ _Thomas YEH

_ _Jerry HOGAN

_ _ Mark ZETTERBERG

_ _Wesley VAN TASSEL

/
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Date

VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the
meeting. Thank you.

RECEIVF;J

APR

7 19~4

CWO FACili.·; i .;LlATE
From:
To:
CC:
Subj:

DRACO::NELSONI
7-APR-1994 10:03:03.65
DONAHUE, SENATE, MOORET
Senate Budget Committee

Relative to your request concerning the participation of the
Faculty Senate Budget Chair at the Dean's Council when budgetary
issues are discussed.
Please be advised that the Faculty Senate
Chair is a member of the Dean's Council. The interworkings of
how the Faculty Senate Chair and the Senate Budget Chair wishes
to work with the Dean's Council should be worked out between the
Provost and Faculty Senate Chair.
If you recall according to my
January 20, 1994 memo there will be formal presentations on the
budget request to the Budget Advisory Committee during the month
of May. Additionally, budget development is taking place at the
Dean's level with departmental involvement.
I believe that the
Senate will have to reexamine how it would like to have Budget
participation under our present scheme for budget development.

RECEIVED
From:
To:
CC:
Subj:

DRACO::NELSONI
SENATE

14-APR-1994 13:57:25.16

APR 1 5 1994
CW1J F~CULTY SENATE

Semester System

Sidney, the faculty at Evergreen has voted to go to a Semester System beginning 1996-97. The item will be
placed on their Trustee's Agenda at their next Board Meeting. By the way the University of Washington
is also looking at the possibility of a semester system. How do we proceed here at Central knowing the
history of this effort.
Ivory v. Nelson
[c:\wpdocs\document\3txt.1]
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

TO:

Don Schliesman
Special Assistant to the Provost

FROM:

Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Faculty Senate

DATE:

April 8, 1994

RE:

COMMI'ITEE TO COORDINATE HONORS CEREMONIES

In response to your March 14, 1994, letter requesting two faculty nominations to a committee to coordinate
honors, the Faculty Senate Executive Committee is pleased to nominate the following individuals:
Bob Carbaugh, Economics (general faculty representative)
Jeff Snedeker, Music (Academic Affairs Committee representative)
Both faculty members have been contacted by the Senate Office and have agreed to serve.

c:

Thomas Moore, Provost
Bob Carbaugh, Economics
Jeff Snedeker, Music
Charles McGehee, Sociology (Chair, Academic Affairs Committee)

sft/sn

[c: \ wpdocs \committe \4-8-94.hon]
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the President

RECEIVED

April 8, 1994

APR 1 1 1994
CWU FACULTY SENATE

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Barry Donahue
Sidney Nesselroad

· ~r.

SUBJECT:

Faculty Senate Budget Chair Participation at Dean's Council

In response to your Aprill request concerning participation of the Faculty Senate Budget Chair
at Dean's Council meetings for discussion of budgetary issues, be advised that the Faculty Senate
Chair is a member of the Dean's Council. The interworkings of how the Faculty Senate Chair
and the Senate Budget Chair wish to work with the Dean's Council should be determined by the
Provost and Faculty Senate Chair.
As outlined in my January 20, 1994 memo, formal budget requests will be presented to the
Budget Advisory Committee in May. Additionally, budget development is taking place at the
dean's level with departmental involvement.
The Senate will have to reexamine how it would like to participate under our present scheme for
budget development. Attached is a copy of the presentation format the Budget Advisory
Committee.

Ivory V. Nelson
President
Attachment
c:

TomMoore
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

*** NOTICE TO THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY ***

FACULTY FORUM

SPONSORED BY THE
FACULTY SENATE

GUEST:

Dr. Thomas D. Moore
Provost\ V.P. for Academic Affairs

TOPIC:

The State of Academic Affairs

Thursday, May 26, 1994
3:00p.m.

SUB Theatre
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY SERVICES

CWU FACUlTY SENATE

Office of the Dean

To:

University Community -

MAY 1 8 1994

PLEASE POST

9-7

___&._

From:

Dr. Gary A. Lewis, Chair
?
Search Committee for the Acting Dean of Arts and Humanities

Date:

May 17, 1994

Subject:

Announcement of Candidates Selected for
I nteruiew

Provost Moore has authorized me to announce that the following individuals,
listed in alphabetical order, have been selected to be interviewed for the position of
Acting Dean of Arts and Humanities.
Barry Donahue
Linda Marra
Charles McGehee
These individuals will go through an interview process consisting of the
following elements:
Interview with Search Committee
Interview with Provost
Interview with Acting Dean of CLAS
Dialog with Faculty
Dialog with Students
Dialog with CLAS Department Chairs
All meetings will be scheduled before the end of the ·spring quarter.
Announcements of exact times and dates of the open dialog meetings will be
forthcoming.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the President

January 20, 1994

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Thomas Moore, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
James Pappas, Dean, Academic Services
Robert Brown, Acting Dean, College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences
Joan Mosebar, Acting Dean, Continuing Education
Gerald Stacy, Dean, Graduate Studies and Research
Connie Roberts, Special Assistant to the Provost,
Institutional Research
David Hedrick, Interim Director, International Programs
Gary Lewis, Dean, Library Services
David Dauwalder, Dean, School of Business and Economics
Linda Murphy, Dean, School of Professional Studies
Courtney Jones, Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs
Richard Corona, Business Manager
Joe Antonich, Controller
James Haskett, Director, Information Resources
Gregory Trujillo, Vice President for Student Affairs
Jeff Zenisek, Interim Director, Athletics
B. Dean Owens, Director, Career Planning and Placement
Thomas Broberg, Director, Cooperative Education
Donna Croft, Director, Financial Aid
Mark Young, Vice President for University Advancement

SUBJECT:

Budget and Capital Presentations to
President's Budget Advisory Committee

As you plan for the 1994-95 Operating Budget (state and self-support), 1995-97 Biennial
Budget, and the 1995-97 Capital Budget, please be prepared jto do the following at various
Budget Committee meetings scheduled in May:
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Budget and Capital Presentations
Budget Advisory Committee

A.

B.
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General Details
1.

Each dean/director reporting to a vice president or the Provost will present
his/her respective budget or capital proposals.

2.

Each dean/director should be prepared to answer questions from Budget
Committee members and the attending audience.

3.

The Provost and the Vice President for Business and Financial Affairs will
prepare a recommendation for tuition waivers.

Specific Details
Each presentation before the Budget Advisory Committee will employ the following
format:
1.

The Provost and each vice president will give a general overview of his area
with a summary handout to include planning priorities submitted to the
Strategic Planning Committee, details of major area reallocations, and a
current organizational chart. The Provost and vice presidents must indicate
use of funds allocated from new student enrollment for the 1994-95 year.

2.

Each dean/director will make a unit presentation (state and self-support)
providing the following summary information for the 1994-95 Budget, and
where appropriate, summary information for the 1995-97 Biennial Budget.
Handouts will be prepared which will:
•

Provide an organizational chart for your unit
Deliniate priorities submitted to the Strategic Planning
Committee
Show funding allocations within the unit to meet Strategic Plan
priorities

•

Explain reallocations within the unit to meet Strategic Plan
priorities

•

Indicate distribution of new funds (funds above 1993-94
budget) for Strategic Plan priorities
Compare funding priorities for 1994-95 within the unit with
Strategic Plan funding priorities of the unit for 1993-94

,.

Budget and Capital Presentations
Budget Advisory Committee

Page 3

•

Compare the number of permanent employees (staff/faculty)
by area for 1994-95 with 1993-94, include FTE and individual
count

•

Compare the average number of part-time faculty (adjunct,
nontenure track) by individual, by FTE, and by department for
1994-95 compared to 1993-94 (academic deans)

•

Compare departmental secretarial/office staff for 1994-95 and
1993-94 (academic deans)

•

Compare average number of part-time employees by
individual, by FTE, and by department for 1994-95 compared
to 1993-94 (directors)

•

Compare travel allocations for 1994-95 with travel allocations
for 1993-94
Compare goods and services allocations for 1994-95 with
goods and services for 1993-94

•

Identify equipment funds allocated for 1994-95

•

Provide a one-page summary of 1993-94 accomplishments

We hope to establish a process whereby our budget presentations will provide enough
detail for decision making. Your cooperation in this effort will help assure our success.
Thank you .
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

MEMO
TO:

Faculty Senate Executive Committee

FROM:

Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Charles McGehee, Chair

DATE:

April 11, 1994

RE:

Report on Grade Inflation

On October 15, 1994, the Academic Affairs Committee was charged to review the grade distribution and make
recommendations to the Senate. Following is our report.
The Committee's work was guided by the recommendation of last year's Academic Affairs Committee which
called for:
1. collecting data on grade distribution at CWU,
2. studying the impact of withdrawals on grade distribution,
3. studying the impact of transfer students on GP A,
4. formulating possible university-wide grading policies,
5. holding small group faculty forums to discuss grading policy, and
6. developing university-wide grading policies for Senate action.
In response to these recommendations the Conu:illttee bas done the following:
1.
The Committee gathered data on grade distribution at CWU. As expected it shows a great range of
grades between courses, departments, and schools. The Committee judged this to be an exercise in
futility, however, in that in n0 way did it tell us how or whether the grades were justified. Merely
observing a given level, regardless of how finely it is divided and subjected to statistical analysis, will
tell us nothing about the validity of those grades as long as grading remains within the subjective
judgement of individual faculty.
The very idea of "grade inflation" suggests that grades, as currency, have lost a value which
they once had, a value which presumably was superior to that which they now-possess. Since it is
relativistic, however, the notion of "grade inflation" does not address the question of why earlier.
grades necessarily should be regarded as more valid than present ones. The simple observation that
present grades are higher than earlier could be explained in many ways, many of which reflect value
judgements. We wish to avoid the presumption of judgement simply based on our perceptions and
values. Nor do we wish to judge the grading practices of others without regard to the conditions
which produced them.
2.

We were concerned to know the effect of withdrawals and incompletes on grade distribution.
Information we obtained indicates that the number of hardship withdrawals varies with the specific
person granting them. While one might be tempted toconclude that this ·suggests too many
withdrawals, a differential, in and of itself, does not speak to the validity of either of the variables.
Beyond that, we did gather data on withdrawals and incompletes, but, again, it was not
possible to determine their relationship to grades which might have been avoided or enhanced.
Information is not and has never been recorded which would shed light on this question. Because
of the relatively small number of cases and the difficulty of establishing motives reliably, the
committee does not regard ir useful to conduct a long-term study of the question.
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We clid not gather information on the impact of transfer students on the GPA at Central. The data did
gather on local grading indicated clearly that there is wide variation in grading. Separating out transfer
students would not have given useful information to help understand thls phenomenon. On the
conlrary, pursuing thls line of inquiry would serve only to point a finger of blame elsewhere while
allowing CWU's own hlgh GPA's to go unquestioned.

4.

We have formulated no university-wide grading policy. Again, in order to do so, we would have to
understand and grasp the issues thoroughly and we do not. Indeed, we have concluded that no one
has such a grasp, either. A recent article in the Seattle P-1 (November 15, 1993) indicates that the
U of W also has no grasp and articles in the Chronicle of Higher Education in recent years indicate
that the concerns are nation-wide.

5.

We did not hold small faculty group forums to discuss possible grading policies. Without a
framework for such a discussion we judged that such would be yet another exercise in futility which
would degenerate quickly into handwri.nging and finger pointing. In our view this would be pointless.

6.

Accordingly, we bring no policy to the Senate for action, poor policy being worse than no policy at
all.

The Committee concludes that the issue cannot be resolved simply by identifying departments and programs
which give "too high" grades. "Too high" is meaningful only with respect to some standard, and there is no
standard for grading. Complaints about grading practices, in our experience, come, not-infrequently, from
one or more segments of the university which regard themselves as the heart or custodian of the enterprise.
While this is not intended as a criticism, it is to point out that judgments about grading come from a
perspective and are relative to some sort of a standard of goodness.
Unfortunately, the standard published in the University catalogue does not shed much light on the matter. It
reads:
A "C" grade indjcates that a student has made substantial progress toward meeting the
objectives of the course and has fulfilled the requirementsof the course. The grades
above "C" are used for those students who have demonstrated some degree of
superiority. The highest grade, "A", is reserved for those students who have excelled
in every phase of the course. The "B" grade is for students whose work is superior but
does not warrant the special distinctiveness of the 'A". The "D" is a grade for those
students who have made progress toward meeting the objectives of the course but who
have fulfilled the requirements only in a substandard manner. The "F' is reserved for
students who have failed to meet or have accomplished so few of the requirements of
the course that they are not entitled to credit. (1991/93 CWU Undergraduate
Catalogue, p. 31.)
By linking grades to fulfillment of course requirements, it leaves open the question of what those course
requirements are. Requirements may be few or many, tough or easy, important or trivial, and any grade
reflecting their fulftll.ment necessarily reflects the value placed the underlying requirement. Indeed, we have
concluded that no policy on grading is possible until a consensus on the use of grades has been developed.
Toward such an end we have identified some 31 uses of grades many of whlch deviate from the university
policy.
Uses of Grades:
1.
Assessment of degree of fulf.Ulment of course objectives. (U Diversity policy)
2.
Assessment of degree of fulftllment of course requirements. (University policy combines this with
item no. 1, though the two are not necessarily the same.)
3.
Assessment of degree of command of subject matter.
4.
Assessment of job-related competency as dett~rmined by faculty.
5.
Assessment of job-related competency as determined by outside interests.
6.
Assessment of extent of labor expended in course.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
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Reward for labor expended.
Puni:;hment for lack of labor expended.
Incentive for future labor expended.
Deterrence for future lack of labor expended.
Reward for fulfillment of course objectives.
Punishment for lack of fulfillment of course objectives.
Incentive for future fulfillment of course objectives.
Deterrence for future lack of fulfillment of course objectives.
Reward for conformity to instructor's views and values.
Punishment for lack of conformity to instructor's view and values.
Means for enhancement of students' self- esteem and affirmation.
Means for avoidance of harm to students' self-esteem and affirmation.
Means to influence students' view of instructor relative to instructor evaluation.
Means to influence students' view of instructor relative to interpersonal relations with instructor.
Means to influence colleagues' view of instructor relative to evaluations.
Means to influence colleagues' view of instructor relative to interpersonal relations with instructor.
Means to influence parents' view of instructor.
Means to avoid criticism of students, colleagues, parents, et al.
Means for influencing prospective graduate schools oo behalf of students.
Means for influencing prospective employers on behalf of students.
Means for legitimating course requirements.
Means for establishing or legitimating reputation of instructor.
Means for expressing instructor's view of CWU.
Means for avoiding personal evaluations of students.
Means for weeding out students.

There are no doubt other reasons which could be added to this list. The point, however, is this: The question
of grading practices cannot be discussed meaningfully unless and until one of two things comes about: (1) a
consensus is established about the meaning and function of grades, or (2) the need for a consensus is eliminated,
which is to say, the need for grades is eliminated.
The task is not impossible, the evidence for which is that schools such as The Evergreen State College have
eliminated grades. Evergreen was new when that occurred and did so with a hand-selected faculty which
was chosen because they were already committed to eliminating grades. Furthermore, the experiment was
carried out on students who were also sympathetic to the idea. In the case of schools such as CWU, one
bas to contend with a large, tenured faculty which is by and large committed to principles of grading. At
that, it was many years before Evergreen was taken seriously by the outside world, and for many it
still is anathema.
Still, on the assumption that grades are "too high" (leaving open the question of what that means) it may be
possible to lower grades overall by introduction of certain untested measures:
1.
Reduce or eliminate Withdrawals. No data exist nor is it likely possible to generate any concerning
the use of W's to avoid poor grades.
Nevertheless, there is speculation that it is frequently the case, and reducing or e.liminating
peremptory Withdrawals (non-hardship) would reduce or eliminate this possible factor. It would
also reduce or eliminate any other value of the W's while doing nothing to curb the high number of
A's being given.
Reduce or eliminate Incompletes. Again, no data exist nor is it likely possible to generate any
2.
concerning the use of l's to avoid poor grades.
Nevertheless, there is speculation that it is frequently the case, and reducing or eliminating
lncompletes would reduce or eliminate this fac:tor. It would also reduce or eliminate any other value
of l's.
3.
Bring administrative pressure to bear on faculty to reduce grades. This would leave the question of
the meaning of grades up to administrators and put them in the position of replacing faculty judgement
and dictating academic policy. Depending on the level of fear induced in faculty it might drive grades
down but at the cost of limiting the faculty's academic judgement.

,.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Distribute grades throughout the faculty for general review and comment. The motivating mechanism
here is humiliation and ridicule. For this to be effective, however, departments and faculty must have
closer communication and be influenced by each other's opinion. In. our judgement, there is little
interpersonal communication on campus and a great deal of indifference toward the opinions of others.
Conduct department/school meetings/workshops on grading philosophy and practices. Experience
suggests that such sessions resull in handwringing or preaching to the choir, that is, they produce little
new of benefit. Given the many possible uses of grades, such a mechanism is unlikely to produce any
consensus.
Institute administrative talks with high schools and community colleges about grading practices. While
this may be of value relative to the preparation of graduates who enter CWU, it assumes that the
problem would be eliminated if the grades of entering students were "genuine."
It does not address the question of why a student who received an undeserved A in high
school or community college also may receive an equally undeserved A at Central. In other words,
it is not clear how questionable grading practices elsewhere explain questionable grading practices
here.
Request the HBC Board develop a policy on grading.
While this may establish uniformity of grading, it would be academically costly in that grading
would be removed from the faculty to be guided by the values of a political bureaucracy.
Eliminate GPA criteria for entrance into or retention in or graduation from a program. This would
reduce the possibility of grades being given to avoid losing, gaining or keeping students. On the other
hand, it would also mean substituting other criteria for assessment, such as performance review.
Eliminate extra credit work which simply substitutes for earlier, poor performance. Extra credit
work to replace earlier poor performance give the illusion of substance without the reality.
While this may seem an intrusion on faculty judgment, facuJty subverting their own standards
in such a way to alter their own judgement may be a topic for discussion.
Record average class grade next to student's grade on the transcript.
This, presumably, will give anyone viewing the grade a basis for assessing its validity. It
does not lower the general GPA, but merely puts the reader on notice that what is presented needs
to be interpreted. The viewer is left to judge the meaning of the grade, however, without adequate
information, such as the N, standard deviation, or the nature of the class.
Convert skill/performance/activity credits to S/U. Some classroom/laboratory activities or other
courses are better reflected on the transcript as S/U. To the extent that there are courses which
produce high letter grades when it is virtually impossible to get anything but high grades,
departments -- under the leadership of the deans -- should examine changing their designation
commensurate with university curriculum policy and the requirements of accrediting agencies. We
have no evidence that this proposal would have any great impact on the overall question of grades.
Philosophically, though, it does speak to the perception that grades from some courses are less
defensible than others.

To the extent that employers do not place a great deal of faith in grades, relying instead on performance
based criteria for judging the adequacy of prospective employees, "grade inflation" would seem to be largely
of concern only to academics. U performance is indeed the measure of choice in the outside world, we
should be trying to insure that our stud ents can perform up to the level our grades say they can rather than
trying to bring grades down to the level of actual student performance.
The day that students can read, write, calculate and reason effectively, that is the day talk of grade inflation
will cease.
The Academic Affairs Committee knows no other means for dealing with the matter.
End of report.
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